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I. Gender Gap in Education 
A. Boys: Perform about same as girls on aptitude and IQ test; receive lower grades than girls; have 

more disciplinary problems; more likely to be retained in grade and placed in special ed classes; 
diagnosed with ADHD and learning disabilities at 4x rate of girls; lag behind girls in 
reading/writing; report lower school enjoyment; believe teachers are less likely to encourage 
them; more likely to flunk out of school; outperformed by girls when it comes to 
grades/homework. 

B. Why, if boys’ non-cognitive skills are comparable to girls, do we see such different 
performance? Because boys are slower to develop these non-cognitive skills: attention to detail, 
motivation, engagement, independence, initiative, organization, ability to attend. 

C. What variables make a difference to boys’ academic achievement? Family background; extra-
curricular activities, school characteristics, realistic expectations, positive communication.  
 

II. What do boys need and how do we give it to them? 
A. They need to be understood, accepted and be allowed to be whatever kind of boy they are 

meant to be. 
B. Here are some pearls of advice from boys: 

1. I am going to be less socially mature than the average girl for quite some time. 
2. I am going to be less verbal for quite some time. 
3. I am going to be very active and may have trouble sitting and concentrating for long periods 

of time. 
4. I learn by doing not listening. 
5. I may act aggressive but that does not mean I am an aggressive person. 
6. Don’t forget that I am tender and have feelings. 
7. I need clear rules, expectations and consequences. 
8. Give me responsibilities. I need purpose. 
9. Instead of punishing me, use positive reinforcement to help me learn to control my behavior. 
10. Don’t lecture me. Listen more and use collaborative problem solving with me. 
11. Teach me there are many ways to be a man. Teach me to love myself just the way I am. 

 
III. Positive Discipline 

A. Way of communicating that puts responsibility for child’s behavior into their hands and out of the 

adults. The child chooses both their behavior and the resulting consequences. 

A. Using Collaborative Problem Solving: Id problem, Brainstorm solutions, Pick solution, Test it out, 

Evaluate. Why? Builds trust, respect, skills, responsibility, opens up communication. 

B. Praise: Judges child “Good boy for setting the table!”  “You are so smart.” 

C. Encouragement: Focuses on positive behavior or trait “Thank you for setting the table.” “Your 

hard work is really paying off.” “I can tell you really care about your friends.” 

D. Consequences:  

1. Natural: Anything that happens without adult intervention  

2. Logical: Requires intervention of adult but is not punishment. Four elements: Related to 

behavior, Respectfully delivered, Reasonable, Revealed in advance if possible. 

3. Additional elements: Be brief, be specific, be positive, label your feelings, offer an 

understanding statement, take partial responsibility when possible, offer to help, ask 

permission to communicate, stay calm, learn to negotiate when appropriate, set clear and 

reasonable limits/hard stops, practice, practice, practice – start with things not so important. 
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E. Characteristics of Parents who have an easier time using positive communication 

1. Look at their behavior first and make changes as necessary. 

2. Never give up authority as the parent 

3. Not held hostage by threats. 

4. Good self-control. 

5. Don’t take things personally. 

6. Willing to be wrong, make a mistake and apologize. 

7. Willing to be vulnerable 

8. Maintain a sense of humor 

9. Take care of themselves and their relationships 

 


